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levels. Here it seems that all sensible
measures have been lost. Examinations
are to be done in the categories „listening, reading, spoken interaction, spoken production, writing“. To now subject
The end of the year is ideal for a short

development process. Currently dis-

nurses, who could learn German much

summary. We are particularly concerned

cussed proposals such as a very limited

more quickly in daily interaction here in

about the health care reform, the deba-

access for health care providers or even

Germany than abroad, to a requirement

te on the financing of nursing homes,

the examination of the accounting re-

which „is recognised by many countries

the protracted reform of the integration

cords by the welfare agency, indicates

as entry requirement for German stu-

assistance and of course the growing lack

significant conflicts besides the intended

dies“ even with the best of intentions

of skilled labour, which has already lead

restructuring of the offers with the re-

prevents the urgently needed skilled

to health care shortages and puts additi-

nunciation of care which is differentiated

immigration. Instead, an apparatus for

onal pressure on current employees.

according to out-patients, day-patients

carrying out the language test is develo-

or in-patients.

ped. This only helps the examiners. Then,
when at the European Union is specu-

For a long time the health care realign-
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ment act was only reviewed with re-

All this is however overshadowed by

lated with the raising of the language

gards to which improvements it would

the concern of every operator about the

requirements to the level C1, it repre-

bring. In this respect it was difficult to

recruitment of skilled workers. Even to-

sents a contra-productive work creation

find a review which positively lives up

day the problems are considerable, the

measure for EU bureaucrats, which will

to the name. Besides the improvements

required workers are, if at all, found at

rigorously prevent any practical imple-

for people with dementia, we have not

the competing institutions. An increased

mentation.

overlooked that which the individual

staff turnover is no constructive solution,

states understand under a health care

it increases difficulties. Increasingly frus-

We must urgently concentrate on beco-

realignment, namely the structuring of

trated, we experience that the shortage

ming attractive to foreign nurses. We will

significantly more favourable health care

of skilled workers in health care has ac-

not achieve this by turning highly qua-

offers. Those who suggest access to care

tually become a political challenge, but

lified personnel into support staff. Those

benefits for all in the way of cost reim-

that a dispute over the financing for oc-

who wish to come to Germany should be

bursement, without quality and qualifi-

cupational retraining could for months

able to take on nursing tasks according

cation requirements, want low-cost care.

block an extensive package of useful

to individual language comprehension.

The numerous image campaigns fit this

measures of the training- and qualifica-

The responsibility for the assignment

perfectly.

tion agreement.

of tasks should be carried by the legally
defined responsible nurse, not by the

In the threatening discussion which fol-

We afford ourselves another quite bi-

designer of German bureaucracy. Those

lowed the entirely understandable deci-

zarre discussion on the language requi-

who reach a language level of A2, can

sion of the Federal Social Court, the re-

rements for nurses who are willing to

take on a larger extent of nursing tasks.

liability with regards to the financing of

immigrate. This benefits our pragmati-

An extension of these tasks with better

the investment costs which is required

cally thinking neighbouring countries

language understanding can then take

for decent care, faltered with obvious

such as Belgium, Norway or Sweden,

place gradually.

consequences for all involved. What is

who openly rejoice about the local pre-

noteworthy is that through close coope-

vention of skilled migration through the

Dear colleagues, solutions have been

ration of the political decision-makers on

proverbial German thoroughness. A look

found for many problems, others re-

federal and provincial levels, the welfare

at the Goethe-Institute internet websi-

main. Let us go into the next year with an

agency and the supporting associations

te clearly shows the dilemma: In many

active and positive attitude. In this spirit

found a sensible solution. The discussion

countries “the Goethe-Certificate B2 is

we wish you, your families and your em-

on new building requirements for exis-

recognized as an entry requirement for

ployees a merry Christmas, a good start

ting buildings is however still very tense.

German studies.”

and the required personal and occupational happiness for the new year 2013.

Although in principle we welcome a federal benefits law for the integration

In order to be recognized as a nurse,

assistance, apart from that it also sug-

besides the professional qualification

gests significant changes for the health

(Federal regulation), a proof of langua-

care provider. The bpa clearly deman-

ge level is also required (16 provincial

ded that the very efficient current care

regulations). The assessment refers to
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This is how the immigration
of qualified nurses from
the Philippines to Saarland
took place in 1972
“Welcome to Germany” was the mes-

It wasn‘t easy for the 22-year old to leave

sage to 21 highly qualified nurses from

her parents and siblings. But the pros-

the Philippines in 1972. Due to the mas-

pects for a good position in her home-

sive shortage of nurses, a German agen-

land were slight – too many qualified

cy moved to the far eastern islands to

people and too few positions. But Josie

specifically search for candidates who

wanted to work and earn money, be-

were prepared to immediately accept

cause she felt responsible: According to

employment contracts in Germany. They

tradition, parents in the Philippines pay

quickly found people who promptly sig-

for the education of the first-born child.

ned three year contracts including flight

The oldest sibling then pays for the edu-

of seven children, the family should get

in order to be constantly able to hear and

now has a grown-up daughter. Josie

and accommodation. One of them was

cation of the younger siblings him/her-

the money back. The salary which enti-

practice German.

Hahn maintains contact with her family

Josie Hahn.

self. Since Josie was the third of a total

ced in Germany, was incomparably
higher than local earning possibilities.

in the Philippines, with her siblings in the
Perfect occupational

USA and Australia and for decades has

and private integration

promoted the traditions of her homeland
as president of the Saarland Philippine

Firstly an important companion:
Josie and her colleagues are examples

culture community e. V. In 1996 she re-

of perfect occupational and private in-

ceived the Federal Cross of Merit for her

Josie and five other colleagues received

tegration. They raved about the friendly,

commitment and success. bma

employment in the Saarbrücken mining

familiar inclusion, and not only in the

hospital Quierschied in the Saarland.

hospital. Everyone reacted very posi-

She started directly as a surgical nurse,

tively to the new nurses, who provided

since her dual training with a total of five

significant support in the hospital during

years’ work experience and theory as

times of a lack in personnel. All six wo-

well as the final, internationally accepted

men still live in Saarbrücken and have

Stages of successful integration:

examination, made possible her smooth

remained friends. Since the others are

Josie Hahn as a young surgical nurse,

professional start. No special recogni-

taking care of their own children, only Jo-

in the traditional dress at

tion of the qualification was required, the

sie is still working in the same hospital.

a festive occasion and at work

same applied to language courses.

She still loves her work in the operating

in the operating room.

the dictionary

room, even if she is concerned to see
Initially the language was indeed the

the current situation of a lack of person-

biggest challenge. The dictionary was

nel with regards to doctors and nurses,

Josie‘s closest companion. Since Eng-

who work at the edge of their capacity.

lish is the second official language in

The health care experts see potential

the Philippines, a basic understanding

in cooperative work arrangements, but

was assured – at no time were there ever

also know of the difficulties; tedious re-

any serious problems with colleagues

design of work processes through regu-

or patients. For three months the nurses

lations and laws. Josie, who has since

from the far-east received German less-

become an almost complete Saarländer,

ons once a week – this was part of their

is married to a physical therapist – she

contract. In particular the matron of the
hospital and doctors from Indonesia,
who already had a language head-start,
supported the new arrivals with great
commitment. Josie also bought herself
earphones and a television from the start

